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Advanced materials and systems for biohybrid actuators and sensors

Abstract : Bio-hybrid systems represent an exciting novel paradigm for engineering, aiming at
solving technological issues by means of integration of living biological components, which are already
optimized by nature. This allows to exploit the unique features of living cells and tissues not for just
mimicking them, but for physically integrating them in properly engineered and controllable artificial
structures. The talk will focus on advanced materials and systems that can enable the development of
biohybrid actuators, based on living contractile muscle cells, and biohybrid sensors, based on stimulisensitive cells. The interface between living and non-living entities, the methods used to properly engineer
them and the materials needed to build up a series of enabling technologies around living cells, thus
assuring their functionality, will be discussed. In addition, it will be highlighted how the keeping-alive of
the living elements (absolutely crucial to maintain the system’s overall functionality over extended periods
of time) can be considered not only a technological constraint, but also an exciting opportunity, related to
what can be called “bio-hybrid embodied cognition”. This can represent a radical, promising, and entirely
novel approach to the synthesis of artificial cognitive systems, in which the “being” (homeostasis, selfmaintenance, survival) underlies the “doing” (acting in the world in the service of homeostatic
maintenance), and both “being” and “doing” underlie the “knowing” (prediction of interoceptive
and exteroceptive dynamics).
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